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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS, KAMRUP (M) 

G.R. Case No:  8824 of  2010 

u/s 14 of The Assam Game and Betting Act 
 
                    State 
        v. 

1. Md. Hasaruddin Beig 

2. Sri Dwijen Das 

3. Sri Binoy Sinha   ...... Accused  

Present: Sri Sarfraz Nawaz, A.J.S. 
                  Evidence recorded on  :        11.05.16 

21.07.16 
17.03.17 

               Arguments heard on   :        17.03.17 

              Judgment delivered on:        23.03.17 
 

Appearing for the Prosecution :    Assistant Public Prosecutor, Sri S. Zahir 

Appearing for the Defence   :    Sri T. Das, Smti C. Todi 
 

JUDGMENT 
 
1. The accused persons, Md. Hasaruddin Beig, Sri Dwijen Das and Sri 

Binoy Sinha, have stood trial for an offence punishable under section 14 of The 

Assam Game and Betting Act. 

Allegation, Information and Investigation 

2. The Informant, Md. Maizuddin Ahmed, has initiated the instant case by 

lodging an Ejahar before the Dispur Police Station alleging inter alia that on 

13.11.2010 while on PAPA duty, he received a tip off that Ending Lottery was being 

played in a shop of Dhruba Market, Ganeshguri. He arrived at the spot with his 

fellow staff and apprehended 3 (three) persons there. He also seized lottery articles 

along with cash Rs. 1285/- (One Thousand Two Hundred and Eighty Five Rupees). 

He brought the 3 (three) persons along with the seized articles to the police station.   

  
3. The Ejahar was registered as Dispur P.S. Case No. 579/2010 under 

section 14 of The Assam Game and Betting Act. The police after investigation 

submitted Charge-Sheet against the accused persons under the same section. 
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Trial 

4. On appearance of the accused, copies were furnished to them as per 

section 207, Criminal Procedure Code. My learned predecessor-in-office framed a 

formal charge under section 14 of The Assam Game and Betting Act against the 

accused persons to which they pleaded not guilty and claimed to be tried. 

 
5. In the course of the trial, the prosecution examined the Informant, Md. 

Maizuddin Ahmed as PW-1, Sri Barman @ Baheman Tumung as PW-2 and the 

Investigating Officer, Sri Kalyan Bora as PW-3. The prosecution also exhibited the 

Seizure List, the Ejahar and the Charge-Sheet. The statements of the accused 

persons were recorded under section 313, Criminal Procedure Code and they 

denied all the allegations. The defence, however, declined to adduce any evidence.  

 
6. I have heard the learned Assistant Public Prosecutor and the learned 

counsel for the defence on the merits of the case. 

POINT FOR DETERMINATION 

7. Whether the accused persons, on 13.11.2010 at around 3:45 p.m. at 

Dhruba Market near Ganeshguri Chariali, bet or invited betting, or possessed 

instruments of betting or accepted betting, and thereby committed an offence 

punishable under section 14 of The Assam Game and Betting Act?  

 
DECISIONS AND REASONS THEREOF 

Prosecution Evidence 

8. The Informant, Md. Maizuddin Ahmed deposing as PW-1 has stated 

that on 13.11.2010, he was on PAPA duty. He received information about illegal 

gambling being organized near Ganeshguri. On receipt of the information, he 

proceeded to Dhruba Market near the Ganeshguri Flyover. It was around 3:45 p.m. 

His team managed to apprehend 3 (three) persons whereas the others dispersed. 

He seized lottery tickets along with cash Rs. 1285/- (One Thousand Two Hundred 

and Eighty Five Rupees). He also saw 3 (three) Cardboards wherein Ending Lottery 

was written. His team also found 7 (seven) collection books, 4 (four) sketch pens 

and 1 (one) ball pen. PW-1 has identified Ext-1 as the Seizure List prepared by 

him. He has added that he brought the 3 (three) persons (whom he has identified 
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as the accused facing trial) to the police station and lodged the Ejahar. He has 

proved the Ejahar as Ext-2. 

9. Sri Barman @ Baheman Tumung was the second person to take the 

witness stand for the prosecution. However, as PW-2, he has contradicted the 

prosecution’s case. On one hand, he has made it clear that he had no knowledge 

of the alleged incident whereas on the other hand, he has alleged that he had 

gone to the Medical College when police asked him for his signature. 

10. The Investigating Officer, Sri Kalyan Bora was examined as PW-3. He 

has deposed that the Officer-in-Charge, Dispur Police Station endorsed the 

investigation of the instant case to him. However, he found that the Informant had 

already recorded the statements of the witnesses, made the seizure and arrested 

the accused. PW-3 has added that he only forwarded them to court and submitted 

the Charge-Sheet. He has proved the Charge-Sheet as Ext-3. 

Judicial Determination 

11. I have considered the evidence on record in its entirety. It seems that 

the Informant (PW-1) has alleged that when he raided the place wherein Ending 

Lottery was being played, he found the accused persons there. However, it is worth 

pointing out here that PW-1 has not specified as to whether the accused were 

involved in the running of the illegal lottery. It is worth recollecting here that in 

order to sustain a conviction under section 14 of The Assam Game and Betting Act, 

the prosecution must be able to prove that the accused persons either bet or 

invited betting, or they possessed instruments of betting or accepted betting. PW-

1 has failed to specify whether the accused bet or invited betting.  

12. The learned Assistant Public Prosecutor has argued that the lottery 

items were seized from the possession of the accused. As such, they cannot plead 

innocence in this regard.  

13. I have perused the Seizure List (Ext-2). It is true that Ext-2 reveals that 

indeed 3 (three) cardboards, 7 (seven) lottery books, 4 (four) sketch pens, 1 (one) 

ball pen and cash amount of Rs. 1285/- (One Thousand Two Hundred and Eighty 

Five Rupees) is shown to have been seized from the possession of the accused. 
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However, the prosecution has failed to adequately prove the seizure. Out of the 3 

(three) seizure witnesses, the prosecution examined only one (PW-2). Now, PW-2 

has denied being a witness to the seizure. In fact, he has alleged that his signature 

was taken by police on a piece of paper when he had gone to the Medical College. 

This claim of PW-2 has thrown the entire prosecution’s case into disarray. It has 

put a big question mark on the seizure made by PW-1. And surprisingly, the 

prosecution did not deem it fit to have PW-2 declared hostile. In such a situation, 

the prosecution’s case qua the guilt of the accused falls apart. 

14. The prosecution evidence, at best, proves the presence of the accused 

at the place of occurrence. The accused persons have not denied the same as is 

apparent from their statements recorded under section 313, Criminal Procedure 

Code. However, mere presence in a place where illegal lottery is being played does 

not attach culpability. 

 
Decision 

15. Considering the discussion made above, it is my opinion that the 

prosecution has failed to prove the charge against the accused persons. Hence, 

the point for determination is decided in the negative.  

ORDER 
 

16. In light of the above decision, the accused, Md. Hasaruddin Beig, Sri 

Dwijen Das and Sri Binoy Sinha, are acquitted of the charge under section 14 of 

The Assam Game and Betting Act and set at liberty forthwith.  

17. Their bail bonds are extended for a period of 6 (six) months as per 

Section 437 A, Criminal Procedure Code. Let the seized cardboards, collection 

books and pens be destroyed in due course. Let the cash be deposited with the 

State Exchequer under the proper head.  

 Given in my hand and under the seal of this court on this the 23rd day 

of March, 2017.  

 
 

Typed by Me:            (Sri Sarfraz Nawaz) 

                 Judicial Magistrate First Class, Kamrup (M) 
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APPENDIX 

 

Prosecution Witnesses :   

     PW-1: Md. Maizuddin Ahmed 

     PW-2: Sri Barman @ Baheman Tumung 

     PW-3: Sri Kalyan Bora 

  

   

Defence Witnesses  : 

     None. 

 

 

 

Prosecution Exhibits  : 

     Ext-1: Seizure List 

     Ext-2: Ejahar 

Ext-3: Charge-Sheet 

       

 

Defence Exhibits  :  

     None. 

 

 

 

 

                 Judicial Magistrate First Class, Kamrup (M) 

 


